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CHAPTER XVII.
PROCEEDINGS AT LAW TO RECOVER LANDS SOLD FOR TAXES.

Where lands have been sold and conveyed in satisfaction of
delinquent taxes, the purchaser, if he finds the land occupied,
may bring ejectment in the common law courts to obtain possession. If, on the other hand, he finds the land unoccupied and takes
without suit, the original owner may have the like
remedy against him.
It has in some cases been thought proper, with a view to a
possession

of all questions concerning the validity of tax
to
titles,
establish, by statute, some special rules regarding the
These rules are to be classed under
proceedings to contest them.
speedy settlement

Those which make it

condition to any recovery by
the original owner of lands sold for taxes, that he should do
equity in the premises ; and those which require him to bring his
two heads

:

a

very short time, specially limited for the purpose.
Under the first head may be ranged those provisions which
require, as a condition to maintaining any suit, that the owner of
the title adverse to the tax title shall pay the taxes for which the
suit in

a

1.

land was sold, and those which, in the event of his establishing
his title to the land, require him to pay for any betterments that
have been made by the tax purchaser or his assignees in reliance
upon the purchase.

The requirement,

that the party recovering in ejectment, shall
pay the fair value of betterments which an adverse claimant has
made in good faith upon the land, and which the party making
them must now lose, is one that, under ordinary circumstances,
No serious question of the right
is eminently just and proper.
of the legislature to make such requirements can well arise, and
if it could, it must now be considered as conclusively settled by
There is more difficulty with the
the decisions in its favor.^
requirement of payment of taxes.
1

-Brown

strong

V.

v.

Storm, 4 Vt.,

Jackson,

1

37 ;

Blackf.,

Whitney v. Richardson, 31 id., 300, 306 ; ArmFowler v. Halbert, 4 Bibb, 52, 54; Brack ett

375;
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ha? been decided in one state that an act which provided
that " no person shall be permitted to institute any proceedings
to set aside any assessment or special tax, hereafter levied or

It

upon any lot or tract of land, or to set aside any deed
executed in consequence of nonpayment of such taxes, and the
sale of the premises therefor, unless such person shall first pay
or tender to the proper party, or deposit for his use with the treasassessed

Withington d. Corey, 3 N. H., 115 ; Hunt's Lessee
1). McMahan, 5 Ohio, 133; Longwortli v. Wortliington, 6 id., 9, 10; Baoou v.
Callender, 6 Mass., 303; Jones v. Carter, 13 id., 314; Scott i). Mather, 14 Texas,
235 ; Saunders «. "Wilson, 19 id., 194 ; Childs v. Shower, 18 Iowa, 261 ; Pacquette
V. Pickness, 19 Wis., 219; Coney i). Owen, 6 Watts, 435; Steele v. Spinance, 23
Penn. St., 256; Lynch v. Brudie, 63 id,, 206; Dothage «. Stuart, 30 Mo., 251;
Fenwick v. Gill, 38 id., 510; Craig v. Flanagin, 31 Ark., 319; Pope v. Macon,
23 id., 644; Marlow ». Adams, 24 id., 109; King ». Harrington, 18 Mich., 213;
Howard o. Zeyer, 18 La. An., 407; Love v. Shartzer, 31 Cal., 487; Stebbins 11
Some of the statutes give the value of the improveGuthrie, 4 Kans., 353.
have been in possession, claiming title in good faith.
who
ments to those only
V.

Norcross,

1

Greenl.,

89, 93 ;

In

Texas it has been held, that the tax purchaser is not a possessor in good
faith, and, consequently, not entitled to compensation for improvements, if
his deed was void for want of authority in the officer to sell, and by proper
diligence
307.

he might have known the fact. Robson v. Osboru, 13 Texas, 298,
the claimant must have had at least color of title.
Cain

In Indiana

■V.Hunt, 41

Ind., 466. But in Pennsylvania, and, perhaps, in most of the states,
tlie O'.vner, recovering his lands, may have judgment against him for improvements, though the tax proceedings were wholly void. Gilmore v. Thompson, 3 Watts, 106, (where the tax had been paid before sale) ; Coney v. Owen, 6 id.,
435, (where the land was exempt from taxation) ; Lynch v. Brudie, 63 Penn. St.,
206. But it would be otherwise if the lands were seated so that the sale would
be void, not because

jurisdiction

of defective proceedings, but because of the

to proceed at all.

See Lambertson

v.

Hogan,

3

absence

of

Penn. St., 22, and

cases cited.
In Rogers v. Johnson, 67 id., 43, 47, Agnew, J., gives the explanation of the difference: "The distinction between a sale absolutely void,
from want of jurisdiction to sell, and one merely void because of a fatal defect
in the proceeJings, is palpable. Thus in McKee v. Lamberton, 2 W. & S.,
107, 114, and Cramer v. Hall, 4 id., 36, where the land was seated and the

treasurer had no authority to sell, it was held, that the purchaser was not
entitled to be compensated for his Improvements; while in Coney ». Owen,
6 Watts, 435, and Gilmore v. Thompson,
3 id., 106, where the lands were
unseated and the treasurer had general jurisdiction, but the sales were void
because, in the first place, of exemption from taxation, and in the second,
because of a prior payment of the taxes, the purchaser was held to be entitled

Tliere are other cases, even where the irregularity has
his improvements.
deprived the owner of his surplus bond, where the sales have been sustained.
Thus, the sales were supported in Gibson v. Robbins, 9 Watts, 156, where
the treasurer charged too much costs, and appropriated the whole bid, where
to
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urer, the amount of all state, county and city taxes that may remain

upon such lot or tract, together with the interest and
charges thereon," was void as being inconsistent with that clause
in the constitution that declares that every person "ought to obtain justice freely, and without purchase."'
If this statute were
UDpaid

confined to the requirement of a payment or tender of legal taxes
and costs for which the sale may have been made, the soundness
of the conclusion might well be made a question.
No one is denied a remedy in the courts, when he is merely required to sub-

mit to

condition which, under the circumstances, is reasonable.
Conditions to the assertion of a right in court are imposed in many
a

to work to the detriment of
justice. The requirement of security from a plaintiff in replevin
or attachment are instances, and the payment of taxes upon the
cases,

none of which are supposed

legal process or upon the entry of the suit is another.^ Courts
of equity on general principles of right are in the frequent habit
of imposing conditions where one seeks in equity to restrain a tax,

The authority of the legislature
only a part of which is illegal.
over the whole subject of legal remedies is very ample^ and it is
not to be supposed that any general declaration of the right of the
a surplus

would have existed for whicli

in Peters

«. Heasley,

10 Watts,

a bond should

208, and

Kussell

have been taken;

and

Penn. St., 160,
where the commissioners of the county bid more than the taxes and costs,
and the owner was thereby deprived of his security for the surplus.
So also
ii. Reed,

27

the sale was supported in Frick v. Sterrett (4 W. & S., 269), where the treasurer, by mistake, took the bond for less tlian the true surplus.
To these cases
may be added Bayard v. luglis (5 W. & S., 463), and Bard v. Patterson (33
Penn. St., 2191, where no bonds were given when the sale was made and deed

In the former the bond was not given until nearly two years afterdelivered.
wards, and it was never filed."
' See ante,

p. 320, note

2.

' The validity of a tax on the unsuccessful party to a lawsuit was questioned
in Harrison v. Willis, 7 Heis., 35, as " the imposition of a burthen upon the
right of the citizen to go into the courts to have his wrongs redressed, and his
rights vindicated," and as an infraction of that section of the bill cf rights
which declares that "all courts shall be open, and every man for an injury
done him in his lands, goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by due
course of law, and right and justice administered without sale, denial, or delay." The court sustained the law, remarking that such laws had long existed,
and this clause, taken from magna charta, was not to be understood as prohibiting such a tax, but to be interpreted in the light of the history of the
times when adopted.
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citizen to his day in court was intended to preclude tlie legislature from exercising its authority to require him to do equity
•when he did come.
Other cases have distinctly affirnied the right
to require payment of the taxes, as a condition precedent to a
recovery of the land from the tax purchaser, when it was proposed
to do so on the ground of the invalidity of the tax proceedings.'
These decisions, if limited in their application to cases in which
upon the land, and only
failed to become a legal charge by reason of the negligence or
mistakes of officers in the discharge of their duties under the tax
law, may fairly be said to rest upon sound grounds of broad equity,
and to be supported on the same reasons which support remedial
laws in general.
If the tax purchaser has, by his purchase, paid a
taxes were

justly and equitably

a charge

charge which the state might fairly and justly make a legal one
upon the land, and which the owner of the land ought himself to
have paid to the state, there is no reason why the state should
not give to the purchaser, when he loses the expected benefit of
the purchase, a remedy to recover the amount of the tax from the
party who ought to have paid it. This is the province of remedial
laws ; to give new remedies where none at all or only inadequate
remedies existed before.
And so favorably are such laws regarded
that they always receive at the hands of the courts a benign and
favorable construction.
'

Tliarp V. Harl, 3 Sneed, 569 ; Glass
Ark., 319; Pope v. Macon, 23 Arli.,

i).

Wliite,

5

id., 475

;

Craig

v.

Flanagin,

"Wakely «. Nichols, 16
In Henderson v. Staritt, 4 Sneed, 470, it was decided that the
Wis., 558.
plaintiff in ejectment to recover land sold for taxes may show that any neces21

644.

Compare

sary proceeding subsequent to the judgment and order of sale, such as the advertisement of the sale itself, was irregular and void, without first being
required to show that the taxes had been jiaid anterior to such judgment and
order of sale.
A constitutional provision that "appeals and writs of error
allowed
from the final determination of county courts as may be proshall be
vided by law," is not violated by a statute which, in tax cases, requires the
appellant to deposit with the county treasury the amount of the judgment.
Andrews v. Rumsay, Sup. Ct. 111. (1875), 7 Chicago Legal News, 321 ; citing
1). Wallace, in same court, same term. A statute precluding the owner
from contesting a tax sale, unles.s he has paid or tendered the taxes, cannot
be extended by contstruction to embrace the case of lands forfeited to the

Peopli!

Williamsburg v. Lord, 51 Me., 599.
decree settling the title to laud in the original holder, as against a tax
purchaser, does not bar an action to recover for taxes paid by the latter iu
state.

A

good faith upon the land in controversy.

Stewart v. Corbin, 38 Iowa, 571.
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But if the tax itself were vioious ; if it were laid for a private,
and not a public purpose ; if it were a special and arbitrary exaction from one person while the rest of community equally interested was not taxed at all, or if for any similar reason the charge
was not just and equitable as against the owner of the land or the
land itself, so that the legislature could not have validated it retrospectively by a direct enactment, it is not perceived on what
grounds an authorit}' to validate it by this indirect and circuitous
method can be supported.
The legislature can have no more authority to compel the land owner to pay a lawless exaction to a
third person than it has to compel a like payment to the state

The one as much as the other would be robbery.
If
directly.
the land owner performs all his duty to the state, nothing which
the tax officers can do without his consent, and in the direction of
depriving him of his freehold, can raise against him any equity
requiring him to do more. The rule caveat emptor applies to the

He takes all the risks of his purchase, and if he finds

purchaser.

in any

that he has secured neither the title he bid for nor any
equitable claim against the owner, the state may, if it see fit, make
reparation itself, but it has no more authority to compel the owner
case

of the land to do so than to exercise the

like compulsion against

any other person.*
'

This is the substance of the decision in Harts. Henderson, 17 Mich., 218. Howfar it may be just, and therefore competent, to compel the land owner, in cases
where the tax was just but the proceedings to make it acharge.ou person or
property void, to pay the cost of such void proceedings, is a question that will
be very likely at some time to come up for determination.
It is certainly difficult to perceive how any equitable claim can exist against any one for the
The Illinois statute of 1839 provided that " no
cost of void proceedings.
person shall be permitted to question the title acquired by a sheriff's deed without first showing that he or she, or the person under whom he or she claims
title, had title to the laud at the time of the sale, or that the title was obtained
from the United States or this state after the sale, and that all taxes due upon
the land have been paid by such person or the person under whom he claims
It has been decided that notwitstanding this statute, tlie partitle aforesaid."

ty defendant may contest the tax title, if the taxes due to the state have been
Curry ». Hinman, 11 111., 490. See Conway v. Capaid, no matter by whom.

ble, 37 id., 83. Also that if one was in possession of the land claiming title
when the sale was made, that is sufficient evidence of title. Lusk v. Harber,
8

v. Hinman, 11 111., 420.
The following cases throw light
of this statute: Hinman «. Pope, 1 Gilm., 131, 138; Bestor
id., 119 ; Atkins v. Hinman, 2 id., 437, 453 ; Spellman v. Curtenius,

Grilm., 158; Curry

on the construction
«.

Powell,

2

S76
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short time within which the owner of

the original title shall contest

the tax claim, are supposed

to be

enacted in pursuance of a sovereign authority in the legislature
to fix a reasonable time within which a party shall be allowed to
assert his rights by suit, or be debarred.

The policy of such laws

is unquestionable, and the power to enact them is undisputed.
But like all other powers in government, this has its limits, and it
is probable that some of the statutes to which we have referred,
construed, would be found to be unwarranted.

if literally

The most common

limitation

of actions

for the recovery of
action accrued.
But

lands is twenty years after the right of
whenever the legislative wisdom shall determine that a shorter
limitation for all cases or for any class of cases would be wise, it
is unouestionably competent to prescribe it.

Advantage has been
taken of this power in some instances, by parties interested in tax
titles, and laws have been secured which, in tax cases, limit the
time to five years, or to three

years.

But in some of these laws

will be found besides the short period that is
They do not on their
prescribed for contesting the tax claim.
face purport to be statutes which limit the time in which a party
another peculiarity

may bring suit against one in possession, claiming by tax title,
but they fix a time after which the tax title shall not be questioned.
The short period of limitation it is entirely competent

is,

for the legislature to prescribe,-' but it may be questioned whether
an act which merely limits a time within which a bad title may
either in spirit, purpose or effect, an act
ripen into a good one
in the nature of

an act

of limitations.

3.

is

2.

:

1.

Three different classes of cases may be affected by such statutes
Those in which the owner of the original title remains
in possession after the tax sale.
Those in which the land
then and remains afterward unoccupied.
Those in which the
tax purchaser enters and holds possession claiming title.
In the third class of cases there can be no sufficient reason why
HI.,

Hill,

409;
15

Hope

id., 130

;

13
•v.

v.

Sawyer, 14 id., 254; Billings v. Detten, 15 id., 218: Polk
v. Curtenius, 15 id., 427, 433.
And see ante, p. 337,

Chapin

v.

Stickle, 33 Iowa,

Kuehl,

id.,

Bird,

Wis., 537, 533;

6

v.

37

71 (citing Henderson v. Oliver, 38 id., 30; ElShiek v. McElroy, 20 Peun. St., 35 Edgerton v.
Sprecker v. Wakely, 11 id., 433.
160)

;

Thomas

dridge

;

1

et seq.
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title should not be required to bring

time less than twenty years.
By the adverse possession
he is excluded from the enjoyment of any right he may claim,
suit in

a

public policy no less than justice to the tax purchaser requires that he should bring his suit within a reasonable time, in
and

questions may be put at rest while the
facts are recent and presumably susceptible of proof.
In the first
class of cases it would be manifest and most gross injustice to
order that all contested

make lapse of time alone extinguish the owner's title.
He is in
full possession of his rights, and it is the adverse claimant and not
himself who is negligent in not bringing suit.
And it seems to
ns very clear that, under such circumstances, it is not competent
to limit

period at the expiration of which the tax title shall become a perfect title and not open to controversy or dispute.^
In the second class of cases the proper rule is not so clear. If
a

by statute under which ejectment can be
of a vacant possession, it would seem that
neither claimant could be considered in law negligent, so as to
render his claim the proper subject of a statute of repose, until
no provision

is made

brought in the

case

but if ejectment is allowed in such cases, then it may possibly be within the power of
the legislature to declare that the title of that one of the parties
who, constructively, is to be regarded as in possession, shall become absolute if not questioned by suit within the time by the
was taken by his adversary

possession

;

statute limited for that purpose.

The Pennsylvania statute of 1804 declared

that no action for

recovery of lands sold under the act should lie, unless
But this the courts
brouo-ht within five years after the sale.
refused to apply literally, because, in the ease of a vacant possesthe

sion,

it would cut off the original owner without giving him the

riglit to contest the title ; there being no statute permitting ejectThey consequently held that the statute
ment in such cases.
beo'an to run, not from the sale, but from the time of posession
taken under it.^ Subsequently, when the right to maintain eject-

ment for an unoccupied tenement had been conferred
1 Groesbeck
V.

Dean,

16

Mich., 329. See Conway
Wain v. Shearman, 8 S. & R.,

v. Seeley, 13

Micli.,

13;

Wain V. Shearman, 8 S. & E.,
also Baker v. Kelly, 11 Minn., 480.
s

357 ; Cranmer v.

by the stat-

». Cable, 37 111., 83; Case
357.

Hall,

4

W. &

S., 36.

See

378
ute,
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it was held that the statute began to run in favor of the tax

by deed, he being
constructively in possession of the unoccupied premises from that
time.^
These decisions have perhaps given effect to the statute as
near as was possible, consistent with fundamental rules of right.'
purchaser

at the time the sale was perfected

The Wisconsin statute provides that " any suit or proceeding for'
the recovery of land sold for taxes, except in cases where the taxes
have been paid or the lands redeemed as provided by law, shall be
commenced within three years from the time of recording the tax
deed of sale, and not thereafter."
That this statute is valid does

That it ap-

not seem to have been very seriously questioned.^
'

'•

It was

argued that the limitation in the act of 1804 does not apply to a
in possession. That is true, as was determined in
Bigler v. Karnes, 4 W. & S., 137, and Shearer «. Woodburn, 10 Penn. St., 511.
But that is where the pos&Pssion is actual, and_ the owner is thus daily and
hourly challenging the validity of the tax title. It is -not so, however, in any
case where the owner is

other case, and it is settled that in all other cases the limitation runs from the
time of the sale, and not from the time when possession is taken by the purchaser. Parish i). Stevens, 3 S. & R, 298, the first case decided under the act

of 1804, on this point, was overruled by Wain v. Shearman, 8 S. & R., 357, on
the ground tliat an ejectment would not lie against a vacant possession. But
the act of 29th March, 1824, having provided a remedy for the owner in the
case of a vacant possession, this court returned to the doctrine of Parish v.
and it is now held that the limitation runs from the time of the sale,

Stevens,

and not of possession.

id,

Robb

v.

Bowen,

9

Penn. St., 71; Sheik

v.

McElroy,

20

Burd ^. Patterson, 22 id., 219; Stewart ». Trevor, 56 id., 385. In the
Justice Strong summing up the cases, says: "Since the act of
29th March, 1824, the limitation is perfect at the end of five years from the
Agnew,
deliver}' of the deed to the purchaser, without regard to possession."
J., in Rogers v. Johnson, 67 Penn. St., 48. See also to same effect, Johnston v.
Jackson, 70 id., 164.
25;

last case,

A statute jjroviding that no action for the recovery of laud sold for taxes
shall lie, " unless brought within five years after the sale thereof for taxes, as
aforesaid," will not benefit the holder of the tax title when suing as plaintift;
and if he sues after five years he must show a valid title. Bigler v. Karnes, 4
2

S., l'!7; Shearers. Woodburn, 10 Penn. St., 511; Holes. Rittenhouse,
305; McReynolds v. Longenberger, 57 id., 13.
id.,
19
It has been decided in
Pennsylvania that as against a mere intruder, the tax deed, with evidence of

W. &

title out of commonwealth,

is sutBcient.
Crum v. Burke, 25 Penn. St., 371,
citing Foust v. Ross, 1 W. & S., 501 ; Poster v. McDivitt, 9 Watts, 341,
344; Dikeman v. Parrish, 6 Penn. St., 210.
And see Shearer s. Woodburn, 10
Penn. St, 512; Troutman s. May, 33 id., 455; Wheeler s. Winn, 53 id., 132;
Hess V. Herrington, 73 id., 438.
381,

*For

decisions sustaining like statutes where the tax purchaser has been in
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plies against the holder of the tax title as well as in his favor has
been the conclusion of the courts, and it therefore cuts off either
the original owner or the tax purchaser,

if the adverse

claimant

has been in the occupation of the land for the period named.^

It

is also decided that, when the land is unoccupied, the holder of the
tax title has constructive possession, and if the owner of the original title does not bring ejectment (which the statute permits in
such case) within the three years, he is barred,^ but that if the tax
deed is void on its face, the grantee in it has no constructive possession, and in such case the statute

does not run

though it would do

void deed,

so, even

under

a

in his favor,

^

if his possession

were actual, open and notorious.*

Pillow

How., 473; Vancleave i). Milliken, 13
v. Brooks, 20 Ark., 542;
Sprague v. Pitt, MoCahon, 212; Bowman e. Cockrill,6 Kans., 311. See DeGraw
1). Taylor, 37 Mo., 310 ; Pease v. Lawson, 33 id,, 35 ; MoNamara ii. Estes, 23
Iowa, 246; Eldredge v. Kuehl, 27 id., 160; Henderson i). Oliver, 28 id., 20;
Case of Albee, 38 id., 377; McCready v. Sexton, 29 id., 356; Henley v.
Street, 29 id., 429; Thomas i). Stickle, 32 id., 71; Douglass d. Tullook, 34 id.,
263 ; Jeffrey v. Brokaw, 35 id., 505.
possession, see
Ind., 105; Doe

v. Roberts,

Hearick,

v.

14

13

id., 341, 345; Cofer

Wis., 537; Sprecker «. Wakeley, 11 id., 432; Knox
v. Collins, 16 id., 594; Parisli i). Eager, 15 id.,
553; Whitney -b. Marshall, 17 id., 174. These decisions held applicable to the
Iowa statute. Brown v. Painter, 88 Iowa., 456.
' Gunnison v. Hoehn, 18 Wis., 268; Lawrence v. Kenney, 33 id., 381. See

V.

'Edgarton

«.

Clevelaad,

13

Hill

-B.

Kricke,

^ Lain ».

Kans.,

Bird,

6

id., 345; Jones

11

Shepai-dson,

Early,

;

Dean

-o.

18

Wis.,

59.

id., 442

498 ; Shoat 11. Walker, 6 id., 65.

15

id., 100.

To the same effect are Taylor v. Miles, 5
See Leffingwell v. Warren, 3 Black, 599.

Wis., 460. On this point, see also Cofer v. Brooks, 30
Harrington, 38 Mich., 90 ; Washburn^. Cutter, 17 Minn.,
The statute does not apply to a tax title fraudulently obtained, as for ex361.
ample, by an agent who bought in his principal's land when he should have
paid the tax. McMahon v. McGraw, 36 Wis., 614. And see Carithers v.
Weaver, 7 Kans., 110. The Michigan statute has been held not to apply in
favor of one who was in possession under another claim at the time of acquiring the tax title. Oilman d. Riopelle, 18 Mich., 143, 163. Neither the fact
that one is assessed for the land, or that he has paid faxes for a series of years
thereon is sufficient proof that he is in the adverse possession of it. McDermott 1-. Hoffman, 70 Penn. St., 31, 54; Chapman d. Templetcn, 53 Mo., 463.
And merely cutting timber without actual possession, cultivation or inclosure,
^Lindsay!). Pay,

Ark.,

543;

35

Hoffman

ii.

is not adverse possession, but a mere trespass on the constructive possession
v. Cutter, 17 Minn., 301 ; Safford v. Basto, 4 Mich.,

of the owner. Washburn
406 j Rivers v. Thompson,

46

Ala.,

335.
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There is serious objection in point of policy to making ttie tax
deed give constructive possession of the land, with the consequences that have been made to follow, whether there are, or are
The principal hardships perhaps under
Bot, any in point of law.

any system of tax sales spring from the fact that, in a considerable portion of the cases in which valuable lands are lost to the
owners from delinquency, it is not so much in consequence of
culpable neglect of the owners themselves, as through the negligence of agents, or through circumstances which have cast the
ownership upon children, or other persons unaccustomed to business, who are found to be in default before they have fully become possessed of a knowledge of either their rights or their
In all these cases the tax purchaser knows that he has
duties.
bought a title which, if legal, is to dispossess some title previously
valid ; while the adverse claimant frequently does not know or
suspect that he or his land has been proceeded against for delinquency, and he may, for a series of years thereafter, continue to
pay taxes without any suspicion that he is paying upon the land
No man thinks of making periodical visits to the
of another.
in
order to see that his land is clear of liens, when he is
records,
not conscious of any default ; and to allow the tax purchaser to
lie by under such circumstances, without asserting a claim by
entry or notice, until, by the lapse of a few years, his deed shall
ripen into an indisputable title, is to encourage him to commit

And

the fraud is

still more gross and palpable

if,

what, in morals at least, is a fraud upon the original owner.

in point of fact, the

a

is

original owner was not at all in default, and his land has been
sold and conveyed in consequence of the carelessness, incompetency or fraud of public officers.
another difficulty with those cases which bar right
There

the same propriety as to make the

it

a

it

by constructive adverse possession of the tax claimant. If they
proceed upon the statute alone, which bars an action unless
certain number of years after
brought within
accrued, then
would seem they might have held the tax purchaser barred with

like holding against the origi-

is

nal owner; since either might have brought the suit, and, thereas much within the words of the statute as the
fore, the one

'

other.^

If,

on the other hand, they attach importance to adverse

The Wisconsin statute authorizes

an action for the recovery

of lands

to be
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possession as by implication limiting the application of the statute

to one only of the two classes of persons, who equally might have
brought suit, then they import new principles into the law ; for
the law, unless by the force of these decisions, has no knowledge
or recognition of such a thing as an adverse possession that is
merely constructive.
Possession of a vacant tenement is and must be purely a matter
of fiction. Constructive possession is recognized for some purposes, because, under our peculiar forms of action, it is found
in order to the protection of the rights of the owner
The fiction is accepted, as all fictions in the
trespassers.

necessary
against

for the sake of justice ; never to do injustice.'' But if
one's freehold has been illegally sold under adverse proceedings,
there is no justice in resorting to a fiction of law in order to suslaw

are,

What equity could exist in such a case, if one has
honestly paid all that was demanded of him, or all that he has

tain the

sale.

any reason to believe he owed?^
" some
brought, ■whon the iDremises are unoccupied, against
person exercising
acts of ownership on tlie premises claimed, or claiming title thereto, or some
interest therein, at the commencement of the action."
R. S., 1858, p. 838.

This would

seem to apply as

well

if both are liable to suit,
divided between them.
and

the

to the tax claimant

obligation

to sue

original owner,
would seem to be fairly
as to the

'Truett V. The Justices, 20 Geo., 104; Low v. Little, 17 Johns., 346; Johnson
1). Ballou, 28 Mich., 379, 396.
In Taylor v. Miles, 5 Kans., 498, in which it is
held that the recording of a void tax deed cannot be made the date from
which the statute of limitations shall run, Valentine, J. says (p. 515): "First.
A statute of limitations can only be applied where one person has received or
It must
suflFered some injury from another person, cither in contract or tort.
operate to bar a cause of action, for it seems absurd to say that a cause of
Every
action can be barred, if no cause of action has ever accrued. Second.
injured
the
a
reasonable
time
in
which
must
of
limitation
give
party
statute
to commence his action, or the statute itself is void, tending to disturb vested
rights. Third. When the statute has run its full time, the effect is to leave
the parties in possession of just what they had before, nothing more and
nothing less; and neither party has a right of action against the other; the
injured party has lost his remedy." Compare Bowman v. Cockrill, 6 Kans., 311.

'We

employ here the language oi Agnew, J., in Brown d. Hays, C6 Penn. St.,
The case was one in which a single warrant of 1036 acres had been

229, 236.

of 726 and 300, respectively, and the owner had paid the
Seld, that the assessment of the
the
warrant by the number.
on
assessment
was
implication,
acres
notice to him that the 300 acres
not,
by
at
726
warrant
assessed

as two

were assessed separately.
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ligbt in which his equities may be viewed,

they are at the least equal to those of the purchaser ; and to make
a fiction the instrument by which he is to be debarred of his
rights

is a very

severe,

if not

excessive,

exercise of authority,

already put him quite sufficiently at
Eules of evidence are subject to legislative condisadvantage.
trol ; and therefore the legislature may make the tax deed evidence of title.
Rules of limitation are also subject to its control,
where the legislature had

and therefore the statute may quiet an open and public

exercise

right which remains unchallenged ; but a purely nominal and
fictitious exercise of a right by means of the record of a paper, or
of

a

if the legislature shall think proper to dispense
conclusive muniment
unsubstantial
basis for
very
of title to land.
would
Constructive possession in any case
a

it

a

it,
is

even without that,

with

leave questions

and this would

;

seem should be in the party having the legal title

of title open so long as actual possession was had

by no one.^
Peculiar questions arise under some statutes
nature of the claim under which possession

is

regarding the
held.
The

Illinois statute of 1839 declared the person in possession of land

" under claim and color of title," who should continue in
possession for seven years, and pay all taxes, should be held and ad-

a

a

judged the legal owner, "to the extent and according to the purHere was distinct requirement of
port of his or her paper title."
paper

title of some kind, and of one also that should give
title.
Where the tax deed
made prima facie eviis

"color" of

of

whole township.

a

;

it

it

The same decisions hold, however,

Possession and cultivation of

a

'

conveyance.^

required by the statute was sufficient with such

that the deed

few acres cannot be constructive possession
Chandler v. Spear, 33 Vt., 388.
a

cumstances

is

plain that
gives color of title and the decisions liave been that the seven years possession under the cirdence of title,

;

;

;

'Dawley v. Van Court, 31 111., 460; Fell v. Cessford,26 id., 523, .525; Halloway «. Clark, 37 id., 483 Bride v. Watt, 23 id., 507 Webster v. Webster, 55
id., 335; Worthy v. Bowman, 47 id., 17; Morrison b. Norman, 47 id., 477;
Dickerson v. Breeden, 30 id., 279, 325 Hardin v. Crate, 60 id., 215. To constiis

it

only necessary that the deed purports to convey title,
tute color of title
in
received
good faith. Winstanlay v. Meacham, 58 111., 97. See
has
been
and
id.,
Clark,
37
483, 486, per Walker, Z.; Dalton ii. Lucas, 63 id.,
D.
Halloway
into
possession and continues to hold the laud and
But where he goes
337.
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must be one, not by reason of defects, or of its recitals, void on its
face.''
In Iowa the statutes are different, and protect the occu"
"
pant who has been in possession under claim of title for the
requisite period ; and this may be with or without a deed or other

It is
documentary evidence giving color of right to the claim.^
a principle of the law that where the statute of limitations has
run in favor of any party, this perfects his right, and he may make
it the ground of affirmative proceedings

This princi-

thereafter.

ple applies in favor of the tax title, and dispenses with any necessit}'' for proof of the proceedings when the title is subsequently
brought in question, and precludes its being attacked.^
pay taxes for seven years, he will he protected, although the deed is void oa
its face ; and good faith will be presumed, but the contrary may be shown.
Dalton V. Lucas, 63 111., 337. An instrument which merely purports to contain

it,

it,

an agreement to convey title at a future time, cannot constitute color of title.
Osterman v. Baldwin, 6 Wall., 116. " What is meant by color of title ? It may
be defined to be a writing, upon its face professing to pass title, but which does
not do
either from want of title in the person making
or from the defectis

it

a

is

ive conveyance that
used —
title that
imperfect, but not so obviously
that
would be apparent to one not skilled in the law: " per Lumpkin, J., in

Illinois
;

£3 Texas, 36

A

6

tax dec-d which does not show that the land

;

8

;

Keuna,
466.

cases above referred to, Shoat v. AYalkor,
Kansas,
id., 677 Wofford ®. Mcid., 110 Sapp «. Morrill,
Kilpatrick o. Sisneras, id., 114; Cain ». Hunt, 41 lud.,

Carithere «. Weaver,

7

'

See besides the

65

Geo., 440, 443.

it

Burke,

;

v.

9

Beyerly

purports to convey was

void on its face; and where the holder of such
deed has not been in actual possession of the property, the statute of limitations will not run so as to bar the right to bring an action in two years, to
Kans., 632.
have the deed declared void. Hubbard v. Johnson,
taxes, is

9

sold for delinquent

is

2

a

13

3Sprecker«. Wakeley,
Pleasants v. Rohrer,

;

S.

id., 473.

17

11

Wis., 483;

Knox

id., 557; Lawrence

-o.

v.

Cleveland,

13

;

3

3

;

2

8

Blackf,
Sharkey, McCahon, 113; McKenney v. Springer,
Greenl., 326 Atkinson
Brown, Ind., 647 Lewis u. Wsbb,
Mc, 111 Thompson «. Caldwell, Lit., 137; Couch v. McKee,
Ileisk., 280; S. C, Am. Rep.,
484, 495; Girdner b. Stephens,
Am. Rep., 339; Holden
«. Shine's Adm'r, 13 Fla., 393; S. C,
v.
Met.,
400
Oakley,
Woart v. Winnick,
Wright
596
[Mass.,
;

5

;

7

3

1

;

id., 245, 249;

Kenney, 33 id., 281;

Morton v.

Slipp v.
v. Duulap, 50
Eng. (Ark.),
700; Bradford
v. James, 11
N. H., 473
606;

;

Roberts,

1

J).

3

Pillow

;

4

;

3

'

u. Wright, 30 Iowa, 485.
And see Taylor v. Buckner,
A. K.
73.
That
tax
deed
in
Watts,
McCall
v.
due
form
Marsh., 18;
69,
Neeley,
color of title, see also Dillingham d. Brown, 38 Ala., 311 Rives v. Thompson, 43 id., 633, 641; Cofer «. Brooks, 20 Ark., 542; Pleasants v. Scott, 21 id.,
370, 374; Chapman v. Templeton, 53 Mo., 463: King v. Harrington, 18 Mich.,
McLean, 21
C. in error, 11 How., 414
See further, Moore v. Brown,
213.

Hamilton

